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This short note is devoted to non-proficient in physics. Its purpose is that
of proposing a possible universal connection between the definition of Action
given by Goethe in his “ Faust ” tragic play and the Hamilton’s Principle
of the Minimal Action. This Principle is one of the most general ways of
formulating the dynamics of a physical system both in classical and in quan-
tum physics. The recent discovery of the long time searched Higgs particle
may be seen as the most spectacular successful confirmation of the Stan-
dard Model formalism based on the Minimal Action Principle. Supported
by this experimental confirmation, we propose a possible general meaning of
the Principle, inspired by the Goethe’s “ Faust ” tragic play.
1 Introduction
One of the several reasons why Wolfgang Goethe is still remembered by a number of
people after such a long time is probably his proposed solution to the conflicting visions
of the original structure of the Universe: Chaos, as seen by Hesiod [1] or Logos (see for
instance [2]), as seen by Saint John. According to Goethe, none of the two views was
correct. His proposal was that of a quantity that he named Action, that should have
acted as a mediator of the two opposite extremes that exist in any human being, in
particular in the main character of his most famous tragic play, Doctor Faust. [3].
The actual details of this “ mediation ” are in our opinion fascinating, and will be
briefly summarized in the final part of this note, where we shall compare them with
the analogous situation that can be observed nowadays in Physics. The reason of this
comparison is that, in the historical developments of the Modern (Relativistic Quantum)
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Physics, there appears a quantity called “ Action ” of a system which has a fundamental
relevance, determining its possible time evolution in the presence of any of the existing
known Forces via the Hamilton’s Principle[4] .
2 Hamilton’s Principle
The starting point of our investigation is the fundamental Hamilton’s Principle :
Principle of Minimal Action.
For a general material system, introducing a Lagrangian function defined as
L = T − V (1)
where T is the kinetic energy and V the potential one, the Principle states that, when
the system evolves from an initial time t1 to a final time t2 along the “ correct ” path
fixed by the present forces, the integral of the Lagrangian from t1 to t2, i.e., in a less
mathematical language, the “ sum ” of the Lagrangian values at all times in the interval
(t1 , t2), is “ minimum ”
1 If the system had followed any different , non “ correct ”,
path, the value of the integral would have been larger.
Let us briefly review the implications of the Principle in Physics. The most important
consequence of the Principle is a set of equations, known as the Euler-Lagrange equations,
describing as the system, encoded by L, changes with time:
Euler-Lagrange equations−→ time evolution of the system
Once the Lagrange function L is assigned, the Euler-Lagrange equations allows to follow
instant after instant its time changes. A priori, different expressions of the Lagrangian
might be conceived. The select the most appropriate Lagrangian for a definite physical
situation one follows certain “ recipes ”, which basically consist in the requirements:
1. mathematical simplicity ;
2. mathematical elegance.
The motivation for simplicity follows from the need for a physicist to extract from the
theory experimentally testable predictions. From this point of view, if the model is
mathematically so complex to make impossible to recover an even approximate solution
of the evolution equations, it is formally sophisticated but... useless!
The second request reflects the beliefe that “ Nature is beautiful ” [5] and often translates
into the existence of symmetry properties which strongly reduce the possible form of the
Lagrangian. For example, in Particle Physics it is mandatory to endow the “ simplest ”
possible Lagrangian with, at least, two fundamental symmetries:
1 More generally, one looks for an “ extremal ” of the action. Anyway, this distinction is not relevant
in what follows, and we shall neglect this kind of mathematical details.
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• a) Lorentz invariance, taking into account the fundamental laws of Special Rela-
tivity [6]. The evolution equations must maintain the same form when space and
time are “ mixed ” together as Einstein proposed at the beginning of the 20th
century.
• b) Local Gauge Invariance, unifying the Fundamental Interactions among elemen-
tary particles in the mathematical framework of Group Theory. This principle,
originally introduced by Fock and London [7] to describe the phenomenon of super-
conductivity, leads to the general rule of “ minimal substitution ” to couple every
elementary particle to all known fundamental forces. The term remarks, once
again, how in physics beauty and simplicity are often synonymous.
The immediate question is now: is there any experimental evidence of the assumed
Principles?
The most spectacularly positive answer to this question is undoubtedly provided by
the recent discovery of the (or, maybe, one of the..) Higgs Boson at LHC. As it is
known, the existence and the properties of this entity were postulated by Higgs [8] as
a necessary condition for the validity of the theoretical description that assumed the
local gauge invariance of a special relativistically invariant Standard Model, essentially
based on the Minimal Action Principle. In the formalism of Relativistic Quantum Field
theory, the knowledge of the Lagrangian allows to derive in a relatively simple way
the expression of the cross section of a process where an initial state of two particles
is transformed by the present Forces into a final two- particle state possibly different
from the initial one. In practice, this leads to the prediction concerning the number of
final states of a certain type observed after having performed a very great number of
collisions between the initial particles.. These predictions have been successfully tested,
first at the CERN LEP electron-positron collider and afterwards at the Chicago Tevatron
proton-antiproton and at the CERN LHC proton-proton colliders. In fact, apart from
the production of final two particle states, the main hope of these experiments was
that of producing as intermediate state the fundamental Higgs boson. This discovery
has been announced at LHC on July 2012, and its relevance has been stressed by the
whole scientific community, a part of which (including the authors of this short article)
considers the Higgs production as the scientific event of the 21th Century.
3 “ Elevation ” and “ Awareness ”.
It seems to us to be reasonably allowed at this stage to claim that the Principle of
Minimal Action appears fairly confirmed by the most severe and accurate available ex-
perimental measurements of High Energy Physics. This means that the evolution of an
elementary matter state in the presence of the known Forces appears to follow those
rules that are dictated by the initial acceptance of the Principle. In the following part
of this paper we shall present our very personal view of a possible interpretation of this
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connection between the Principle and the matter system evolution, that would be strictly
connected with the role that Goethe proposed to his Action.
The starting point of our discussion is the search of an intrinsic meaning to be associated
with the two relevant energies, T = Kinetic and U = Potential, that a material system
can have. We shall first consider the simplest case of a single elementary particle system
(for instance, one electron). Quite generally, we can say that the Kinetic Energy is as-
sociated to the motion of the particle, thus a change of Kinetic Energy is only possible
if the “ velocity ” of the particle changes In particular, if the velocity increases, as a
consequence of an acceleration, this energy increases as well, till a final value allowed by
the reachable possible velocity (limited in the theoretical Einstein vision) of the particle.
We like to interpret, with a touch of imagination, an increase of the Kinetic energy as
a “ desire ” of the material (i.e. massive) particle of approaching its existing absolute
unreachable velocity limit (the velocity of the light). This process can be seen as a search
for Elevation. In this very personal attitude, we shall give the Kinetic Energy the name
of “ Elevation Energy ”.
The nature of the Potential Energy is, in this view, different. This Energy is only fixed
by the position occupied at a certain time by the particle. Its value would be different,
for instance, if the particle were located in different positions with the same velocity.
These changes of U would not introduce therefore the previous kind of “ Elevation ”
generated by changes of T . In the same very speculative and personal approach that
we are following, we would give the Potential Energy U , that is only determined by the
particle “ awareness ” of its position, the special name of “ Awareness Energy ”.
When moving to a less simple material system, generally made of several elementary
particles, we shall maintain our view of the previous unconventional definitions of its
two possible Kinetic and Potential Energies. This appears to us, at least qualitatively,
an acceptable generalization of the proposal made in the elementary one particle case.
Accepting the previous definitions, we can now derive an interpretation of the Mini-
mal Action Principle. Rigorously speaking, the Principle tells that, in the “ correct ”
motion of a material system from an initial time t1 to a final time t2, the difference
between the total amount of Kinetic Energy and the total amount of Potential Energy
“ accumulated ” in the time interval is minimum. In our personal language, we would say:
in the “ correct ” motion of any material system in the presence of the known forces,
the difference between the “ accumulated ” Elevation Energy T and the “ accumulated ”
Awareness Energy U is minimum.
Until now, we are not saying anything new. I fact, we are only giving T and U , the real
physical quantities of the particle, some arbitrary “ nicknames ”, and re-expressing the
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Minimal Action Principle in the conventional way, in a rigorously physical language. The
next jump is produced by our personal fancy, perhaps intuition, that leads us to replace
T and U in the previous formulation and write, in a new different (Universal?) language:
in the “ correct ” motion of any material system in the presence of the known forces, the
difference between the “ accumulated ” elevation and the “ accumulated ” awareness
is minimum.
The above statement represents our personal “ Universal ” reformulation of Hamilton
Principle of Minimal Action. Our vision of the Hamilton’s Action principle stops now.
The possibility of an interpretation that goes well beyond the physical treatment is, in
our opinion, open and attractive. We have particularly in mind the definition of Goethe’s
Action that we have found in a very recent article [9]. This definition, that we quote
here, finding it definitely impressive, is:
“ At the beginning there was the Action. Goethe’s Action represents
the synthesis which is requested to grasp the essence of Faust, that in the
poem must represent the image of the modern man. The Action is seen as
the unique possible existential answer that mediates between the two most
natural instincts of every man. These are the instinct of the challenge to God,
that each man needs to follow his always bigger, unsatisfiable aspirations
( Elevation ), and the moment of humility, in which the man must remember
his mortality and return to his most genuine human values, to the relevance
of thinking for the community where he lives ( Awareness ) ”
4 Conclusions
It is difficult for us not to find, from what exposed, an analogy between the roles of the
Action in the Goethe poem and in the Hamilton Principle. The extra final point that
we want to stress at the end of this extremely personal proposal is however the following
one: in the physical formalism that we have summarized, the Action balances between
the two alternative Energies in a very precise way, that is not present in the Goethe’s
definition. According to the Hamilton view that we have proposed, the “ Accumulation ”
of Elevation and the “ Accumulation ” of Awareness cannot be separately arbitrary:
otherwise stated, in the “ correct ” evolution, there cannot be in particular an increase
of only one of the two extremes. Pure Elevation increase without Awareness increase is
not “ Correct ”, and viceversa.
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